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Abstract
Synchronization ensures exclusive shared-variable access at runtime, and static access control mechanisms
give similar guarantees at compilation time. Usually we treat these language concepts as separate. In this
work we propose to integrate synchronization into access control in a Java-like language: Shared-variable
access depends on the availability of tokens (as a form of access control), and the compiler generates code
for locking to gain the needed tokens (synchronization). We get more freedom in expressing synchronization
at appropriate points in a program and weaker inﬂuence of concurrency on the program structure.
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1 Introduction
Concurrency is an important aspect of programming where we urgently need more
advanced support. Independently, there is work on language concepts for describing
software architectures at a higher level [3] where techniques allowing us to constrain
access to objects in certain ways play an important role. We explore a possibility to
integrate synchronization of concurrent threads into an access control mechanism.
Synchronization is a technique to ensure unique access. Language concepts for
access control (like private visibility) are static while synchronization is inherently
dynamic. To overcome this discrepancy we add a dynamic quality to access control.
We demonstrate basics of our approach with an example in a Java-like language:
class SimpleBuffer {
void put(int i)[empty:true->empty:false] {el=i; empty=false;}
int get()[empty:false->empty:true] {empty=true; return el;}
SimpleBuffer()[->empty:true] {empty=true;}
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int el; boolean empty;
}
Square brackets on methods represent access constraints. They contain required
tokens (that must be available on method invocation) to the left of -> and ensured
tokens (available after return) to the right. A token of the form x:v guarantees
that the owner of the token has exclusive access to variable x which currently holds
value v. 2 We can invoke y.put(. . . ) only where we have exclusive access to y.empty
while this variable holds true. After return we again have exclusive access, but then
empty holds false. Hence, put and get are invokable only in alternation. We need
no dynamic synchronization within buﬀers: There can always exist only one client
owning an exclusive token needed to access a buﬀer.
Buﬀers are useful only if several clients access them concurrently. Clients com-
pete for exclusive access. We use non-exclusive tokens of the form x:v?w promising
that no client permanently has a token x:u for any u. However, each client owning
x:v?w can temporarily get x:v together with a write-lock on x when invoking a
method with access constraint [x:v ->x:w]. The client’s thread must wait until x
holds value v and then acquire and hold a lock on x while executing the method.
Within the method we use the exclusive token x:v (or x:w after replacement) with-
out further locking, for instance, in recursive invocations.
The following code snippet shows the use of non-exclusive tokens:
void produce_consume()
{SimpleBuffer b=new SimpleBuffer(); produce(b); consume(b);}
async produce(SimpleBuffer [empty:true?false ->] p)
{while(true) {...; p.put(...); ...}
async consume(SimpleBuffer [empty:false?true ->] c)
{while(true) {...; i=c.get(); ...}
Methods declared as async are executed in new threads as in Polyphonic C# [5].
An invocation of produce_consume creates a buﬀer and two threads concurrently
accessing the buﬀer. The compiler associates b ﬁrst with empty:true speciﬁed in the
constructor of SimpleBuffer and then replaces this token with the less informative
tokens empty:true?false and empty:false?true needed in produce and consume
(see Section 3). Arrows in the annotations of the formal parameters p and c indicate
that the tokens move from the actual parameter b to p and c and never come back to
b. For invocations of put in produce (and get in consume) the compiler generates
code acquiring a lock after waiting until empty is true (false in consume).
In our example, put and get can be executed only in alternation. If a client
repeatedly uses empty:true?false to invoke put, there must be a concurrent client
repeatedly using empty:false?true to invoke get. In general, for continuous op-
eration we need concurrent clients owning tokens x:v1?v2, . . . , x:vn−1?vn as well as
x:vn?v1 (that is, there must be a closed loop on successive values of x), and the
clients must repeatedly use these tokens in invocations. Non-exclusive tokens
2 In general, we can use a type τ instead of a value v. In this case x holds an instance of τ . Furthermore,
x:v guarantees exclusive access not only to x, but also to a set of variables protected by x.
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• highlight the need of synchronization in invocations,
• ensure the absence of corresponding permanent exclusive tokens (without a lock),
• and help the compiler to ensure continuous operation of the system.
Our approach promises to give us a number of advantages:
• Programmers think in terms of accessibility at a high level instead of low-level syn-
chronization. Compilers ensure synchronization with properties like race-freeness
and (to some extent) continuity. Concurrency need not dominate the program
structure, and we can concentrate on other important programming principles.
• Interfaces specify accessibility. Clients need this information to avoid access and
synchronization conﬂicts. Since we specify in interfaces only necessary informa-
tion we keep the black-box view of objects and can take advantage of data hiding:
Changes of implementation details do not aﬀect clients.
• There is more freedom in ensuring uniqueness at appropriate points in the pro-
gram. By means of access control we safely move synchronization from servers to
clients. The diﬀerence between access control and synchronization vanishes.
• We consider unique access in subtyping and ensure uniqueness in a modular way.
In one aspect the proposed concept resembles the SCOOP model of Eiﬀel [22] where
preconditions represent synchronization conditions: Synchronization depends only
on current values of variables in objects – a concept familiar to every programmer.
We introduce the proposed language concepts in more detail in Section 2 and
look at static guarantees in Section 3. A discussion of related work follows in
Section 4 and concluding remarks in Section 5.
2 Accessibility and Synchronization
2.1 Access Constraints and Annotations
In most language concepts ensuring unique access, programmers specify that some
object is accessible only through a speciﬁc reference, that is, there are no aliases [12].
Instead, to support aliasing we express accessibility of speciﬁc methods in objects
depending on the availability of tokens:
• Programmers annotate methods and constructors with access constraints of the
form [t1, . . . , tm -> t′1, . . . , t′n]. Clients must deliver the required tokens t1, . . . , tm
on invocation and get the ensured tokens t′1, . . . , t′n on return. Variable names in
these tokens belong to the same scope as the annotated methods and constructors.
• Object references can carry annotations with tokens. Programmers annotate
· formal parameters with required tokens to be delivered by clients on invocation
and ensured tokens delivered to clients on return using the same syntax as for
access constraints;
· method results with tokens t1, . . . , tn to be returned (by writing [t1, . . . , tn]
immediately after the result type).
Variable names in these tokens belong to the scopes of the references’ declared
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x:τ (Exclusive access to variables protected by x; value in x is of type τ)
∗x:τ (Shared read-access to variables protected by x; value in x is of type τ)
x:σ?τ (Usable in [x:σ ->x:τ] and [∗x:σ -> ∗x:σ] while holding a lock on x)
Table 1
Kinds of tokens representing knowledge about instance variable x
types. The compiler infers annotations of all other occurrences of references
(including instance variables, class variables, local variables, and local uses of
formal parameters).
We distinguish between the three kinds of tokens shown in Table 1. A token x:τ
ensures exclusive access to all variables protected by x (see Section 3.2). The second
kind ∗x:τ supports shared read-access to variables protected by x and prohibits
concurrent write-accesses. Tokens x:τ and ∗x:τ guarantee the value of x to be of
type τ . Using the last kind x:σ?τ in method invocations the compiler automatically
generates code acquiring write-locks for exclusive access and read-locks for shared
read-access; threads will have to wait until x holds a value of type σ, and on return
x will hold a value of type τ .
Although the syntax requires types in tokens we often use literals instead; that
is, we consider literals also to be types. Furthermore, we use range types like 0..7
and 1.. where bounds must be constant, but not necessarily static. If a type in a
token does not matter, we use the declared type of the variable.
Another buﬀer example shows the use of such tokens:
class Buffer {
void put(int i)[size:0..(max-1)->size:1..max] {el[size++]=i;}
int get()[size:1..max->size:0..(max-1)] {return el[--size];}
Buffer((1..) m)[->size:0] {max=m; el=new int[max];}
final (1..) max;
(0..max) size = 0;
int el[];
}
When creating a new instance of Buffer we get a token size:0. This token can
be used in an invocation of put because 0 is in the range 0..(max-1), and the
resulting token size:1..max can be used in an invocation of get. In most cases
we will repeatedly invoke put with a token size:0..(max-1)?1..max and get with
size:1..max?0..(max-1) using synchronization. We can get these tokens from
size:0 as shown in Section 3.1.
For synchronization using a token of the form x:σ?τ the corresponding access
constraint or parameter annotation [t1, . . . , tm -> t′1, . . . , t′n] of the invoked method
must satisfy one of these conditions:
• If we need exclusive access to variables protected by x (and a write-lock on x),
then there are indices i and j with ti = x:σ and t′j = x:τ , and there is no other
token in t1, . . . , tm, t′1, . . . , t′n where x occurs to the left of “:”. The value of x can
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(or must if σ and τ do not overlap) change from one of type σ to one of type τ .
In the buﬀer example, the access constraints of put and get are of this form.
• If we need shared read-access to variables protected by x (and a read-lock on x),
then we have σ = τ , there is a number k (1 ≤ k ≤ m) of occurrences of ∗x:τ in
t1, . . . , tm, there is the same number k of occurrences of ∗x:τ in t′1, . . . , t′n, and
there is no other token in t1, . . . , tm, t′1, . . . , t′n where x occurs to the left of “:”.
The value of x must not change while executing the method.
If an access constraint or parameter annotation is not of one of these forms for a
variable x, then no synchronization on x is possible. Such access constraints and
annotations can still be useful where we need only access control.
Often we need several synchronization steps in a single invocation, that is, we
use several tokens of the form x:σ?τ on diﬀerent parameters or on diﬀerent variables
x. The execution of the invoked method must be delayed until all needed locks have
been acquired, no matter if the variables to be locked belong to parameters or the
object where the method is invoked within.
2.2 Token Movement
Tokens can move from one reference to another as a side-eﬀect of parameter passing
and assignment:
void foo(Buffer[size:0..(max-1)->size:1..max] b)
{ b.put(1); }
void bar(Buffer[size:0..(max-1)->size:0..max] b)
{ if(unknown) {b.put(1);} }
Buffer[size:1..max] baz(Buffer[size:0..(max-1)->] b)
{ if(unknown) {b.put(1); return b;} else {return null;} }
On invocation of foo the token size:0..(max-1) in the annotation of the formal
parameter b moves from the actual parameter to b, and on return size:1..max
moves from b back to the actual parameter. An invocation of put in the method
body changes the token accordingly. In bar a statically unpredictable computation
causes a loss of type information in a token. By invoking baz we lose the token if
the method returns null. We assume null to be associated with every token, but
such tokens are useless since no method is invokable through null.
When executing b.put(1) the token size:0..(max-1) moves from b to this
of the buﬀer referenced by b, and on return size:1..max moves from this to b.
The value of size can be modiﬁed only if this has an exclusive token size:τ , and
as a side-eﬀect this token is modiﬁed, too.
The following program fragment shows the use of tokens when creating threads:
void produce_consume() {
Buffer b = new Buffer(8);
Counter c = new Counter();
produce(b,c);
produce(b,c);
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while(true) { b.get(); }
}
async produce(Buffer[size:0..(max-1)?1..max->] b, Counter c)
{ while(true) { b.put(c.next()); }
Asynchronous methods (these are methods where async occurs instead of the result
type as in Polyphonic C# [5]) are executed in new threads concurrently with the
threads invoking the methods. Since there is no return from asynchronous methods,
there must not be any ensured token in access constraints of such methods and in
annotations of their formal parameters. There is no synchronization when invoking
asynchronous methods because ensured tokens as in [x:σ ->x:τ] are a prerequisite
of synchronization. In produce_consume, variable b is initially annotated with
size:0 as speciﬁed in the constructor of Buffer. As shown in Section 3.1, this token
can be replaced by two tokens size:0..(max-1) and a token size:1..max. On each
invocation of produce a token moves to the new thread, and one token remains in
produce_consume. These tokens are repeatedly used in method invocations to
ensure continuous operation. An instance of Counter produces new integer values:
class Counter {
int next()[i:int -> i:int] { return i++; }
Counter() { i=0; }
int i=0;
}
As discussed in Section 2.3 each instance of Counter has an implicit token
i:int?int, and in produce_consume we need not take care for such tokens al-
though two producers concurrently access the same object.
Tokens move between references also on assignment. When executing x = y;
the tokens associated with x before assignment get lost. The tokens associated
with y are divided into two parts as needed in further computations; x becomes
associated with one part, and y remains to be associated with the other part. The
compiler can always determine at compile time (for each class separately) how to
divide the tokens using techniques similar to those proposed in [29].
2.3 Information Exposed by Servers
Clients invoking put in an instance of Buffer usually own only a non-exclusive token
size:0..(max-1)?1..max, and those invoking get own size:1..max?0..(max-1).
In this case clients have no static knowledge of size, and when acquiring locks the
threads must wait for appropriate values of size.
Static type information as in size:0 is useful for purposes like putting initial
data into a buﬀer. Even without static type information we can use access control
instead of synchronization using the exclusive token returned by the constructor:
Buffer b = new Buffer(unknown_size);
do { b.put(1); }
while (b.size instanceof (0..(b.max-1)))
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Because of exclusive access to b (shared read access would be suﬃcient) we can
check the dynamic type of size and thereby implicitly change the type in the token
from 1..max to 0..(max-1) as needed when invoking put. This way we can change
every token x:τ and ∗x:τ to x:σ and ∗x:σ, respectively, when the value of x is of
type σ. Type information in ensured tokens (valid on return) of the forms x:τ and
∗x:τ does not inﬂuence whether methods are invokable, but such information helps
us to avoid dynamic checks and causes programs to be more readable and reliable.
Type information in ensured tokens is part of a mechanism to guarantee con-
tinuous operation by helping us to show the existence of loops in successive values
that we need in tokens of the form x:σ?τ (see the introduction). If the ensured
token of put was just size:0..max (instead of size:1..max), then after changing
implementation details of Buffer the value of size could be zero, causing invoca-
tions of get to never become executable. Such situations cannot happen if for each
required exclusive token in an access constraint there is at least one equal or more
restrictive ensured token in the same or another access constraint.
We distinguish between two kinds of synchronization:
Dependent synchronization on x occurs when invoking a method (that requires
x:τ or ∗x:τ in the access constraint) using x:τ?σ for synchronization where
• τ diﬀers from (and is a subtype of) the declared type of x
• or the invoked method modiﬁes x and there is a method that requires x:τ or
∗x:τ with τ being diﬀerent from the declared type of x.
The active thread must wait until x holds a value of type τ (that is, the execution
possibly depends on other threads changing the value of x) or the execution of
the method changes the value of x and thereby possibly wakes up another thread.
For example, we have dependent synchronization on size when using an instance
of Buffer.
Simple mutex synchronization on x occurs in all other cases of synchronization
on x. The execution neither depends on variable assignments in other threads nor
wakes up other threads because of variable assignments. For example, we have
simple mutex synchronization on i when using an instance of Counter. Simple
mutex synchronization is a property of the access constraints of all methods in a
class and does not depend on the context of an invocation.
Diﬀerences between Counter and Buffer are obvious: For continuous operation
it is necessary to concurrently and repeatedly invoke put and get in a buﬀer as
discussed above; otherwise an invoked method may never become executable. How-
ever, no thread has to wait forever just because we do not repeatedly invoke next
in an instance of Counter. Clients have to know about dependent synchronization
(expressed by tokens of the form x:σ?τ) to avoid synchronization conﬂicts. Clients
need not know about simple mutex synchronization that aﬀects other threads only
by delaying them for a ﬁnite amount of time (except in a deadlock 3 ).
3 Both dependent synchronization and simple mutex synchronization can suﬀer from deadlocks. We could
argue that clients must know about simple mutex synchronization to avoid deadlocks. However, a deadlock
is a cycle of threads waiting for each other, and it is not clear which thread is mainly responsible for the
situation. It is unfair to make clients responsible although the server is always at least equally involved. On
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To take advantage of this diﬀerence we allow a client to invoke a method that
requires a token x:τ or ∗x:τ even without availability of the required token or a
token x:τ?σ if
• we have just simple mutex synchronization (no dependent synchronization) on x,
• and to avoid conﬂicts with access control no constructor in the corresponding
class ensures a token x:τ or ∗x:τ (for any τ ; hence, there is no access constraint
on the constructor of Counter).
In other words, we use an implicit token x:τ?τ in this case where τ is the declared
type of x. It is still necessary to acquire a lock on invocation, but clients need not
take care of implicit tokens. Implicit tokens
• need not be considered in subtyping (see Section 3.3)
• and do not pollute the whole program code with tokens (which easily can happen
with dependent synchronization in badly organized programs).
2.4 Inference of Tokens and Locks
Annotations of instance variables, class variables, and local variables are inferred
by a compiler. A reason for doing so can be seen by looking at the annotation of
the instance variable b in class Wrapper:
class Wrapper {
void set(int i)[e:true->e:false] { b.put(i); e=false; }
int take()[e:false->e:true] { b.get(i); e=true; }
Wrapper()[->e:true] { b=new Buffer(1); e=true; }
Buffer b; boolean e;
}
Sometimes b has to be annotated with size:0..(max-1), and sometimes with
size:1..max (where max = 1) depending on the value of e. In larger examples
there can be many more conditional annotations of the same variable, and explicit
annotations with all possibilities would be a large burden for programmers.
Fortunately, signatures of methods and constructors hold all the information
needed to infer annotations: In a walk through the program code of each method
we determine all tokens used in the method body depending on the required tokens
in the method’s access constraint as well as tokens available on termination depend-
ing on the method’s ensured tokens. While walking through set we determine from
the signature of put that b has to be annotated with size:0..(max-1) depend-
ing on e:true and can be annotated with size:1..max depending on e:false. It
would also be possible to annotate b with size:0..(max-1)?1..max independent of
any token, but that is undesirable as discussed in Section 3.4. Similarly (according
to take) b must be annotated with size:1..max depending on e:false and can
be annotated with size:0..(max-1) depending on e:true, or b has to be anno-
the other side, most conﬂicts of dependent synchronization result from insuﬃcient concurrency in clients
outside of the server’s responsibility. We discuss deadlock prevention in Section 3.4.
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M  A −→ A/ M  A
B−→ C/L
M  A B,x[ -> ]−−−−−−→ C/L
M,x → y  A, y[a] B,x[b -> c]−−−−−−→ C/L
M,x → y  A, y[a, d] B,x[b,d -> c]−−−−−−−→ C/L
M,x → y  A B,x[a -> b]−−−−−−→ C, y[c]/L
M, x → y  A B,x[a -> b,d]−−−−−−−→ C, y[c, d]/L
M, x → y  A, y[a] B,x[b -> d]−−−−−−→ C, y[c]/L
M, x → y  A, y[a, z:σ?τ ] B,x[b,z:σ -> d,z:τ ]−−−−−−−−−−→ C, y[c, z:σ?τ ]/L,wlock(y.z, σ)
M,x → y  A, y[a] B,x[b -> d]−−−−−−→ C, y[c]/L
M, x → y  A, y[a, z:τ?τ ] B,x[b,∗z:τ -> d,∗z:τ ]−−−−−−−−−−−−→ C, y[c, z:τ?τ ]/L, rlock(y.z, τ)
Table 2
Token checking and lock inference for method invocation (simpliﬁed)
tated with size:1..max?0..(max-1) independent of any token. According to the
constructor, b can be annotated with size:0 depending on e:true. In a ﬁnal step
we combine this information: We avoid annotations with tokens of the form x:σ?τ
whenever possible, and the compiler issues a warning if there is no alternative to
using such tokens. There remains only one possibility: The variable b is annotated
with size:0..(max-1) depending on e:true and with size:1..max depending on
e:false. Since size:0 can be used where size:0..(max-1) is expected (see Sec-
tion 3.1), the information inferred from the constructor is compatible with that
inferred from the methods. As in this example there can always be only one most
general solution when avoiding tokens of the form x:σ?τ .
Table 2 shows essential parts of type checking rules for method invocations.
By A,B,C we denote comma-separated lists of annotated arguments or formal pa-
rameters of the form x1[a1], . . . , xn[an] or x1[b1 -> c1], . . . , xn[bn -> cn] where the xi
(i = 1..n) are pairwise diﬀerent arguments or parameter names (including the im-
plicit parameter this) and the ai, bi, ci comma-separated lists of tokens. We denote
empty lists of all kinds by . A mapping M associates formal parameters with argu-
ments. In M  A B−→ C/L the list B associates the access constraint of an invoked
method with this and speciﬁes parameter annotations, A speciﬁes annotations (of
all variables and parameters usable as arguments) with tokens regarded as available
before invocation, C does so for tokens that will be available after return, and L
is a list of locks to be acquired before method execution. By applying the rules in
Table 2 we check if all tokens needed in an invocation are available, and as side-
eﬀects we infer assumed annotations of local variables, instance variables, and class
variables (avoiding the last two rules if possible, except for implicit tokens always
assumed to be available), and derive locks to be acquired.
If several locks are needed for a single invocation, they have to be acquired in
a speciﬁc order depending on the variable names in the tokens. For this purpose
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we assume a global total ordering of variable names as given. Variables declared
in diﬀerent classes are considered to have diﬀerent names. We use this order also
in deadlock prevention (see Section 3.4). Unfortunately, we can pinpoint the order
only when we know all dependencies – at link time for languages like C++ and
only at runtime for Java-like languages where classes are dynamically loaded. The
compiler issues a warning if several locks on the same variable name are needed for
a single invocation; in this case there is a high probability of a deadlock.
The compiler has detailed information about available tokens associated with
references. However, it may be diﬃcult to condense this information so that a
programmer can easily see from error messages what is wrong. A missing token
t for an instance variable v can be reported as “v needs t” (appropriate if a local
invocation is wrong), as “v needs t which may not be available after executing
m1, . . . ,mn” (appropriate if another method may be wrong), or as “v needs t which
is available only if w has a token t′” (appropriate if the object may be in a wrong
state). The message can depend on the tokens inferred for v from each method
of the class: If no t was inferred at all, the ﬁrst message may be appropriate.
Otherwise, if all methods that inferred t have a common required token in their
access constraints, the third message may be preferable over the second one.
3 Static Guarantees
3.1 Token Equivalence, Token Subsumption, and Exclusivity of Tokens
Table 3 shows an equivalence and a subsumption relation on comma-separated token
lists. Tokens a can be used where tokens b are expected if a  b holds. For example,
we can use x:σ, y:τ where ∗x:σ, y:τ?τ is expected.
Non-exclusive tokens of the form x:σ?τ can be duplicated as often as needed
while the compiler must prevent duplication of exclusive tokens x:τ as well as tokens
of the form ∗x:τ . 4 Tokens of the forms x:τ and ∗x:τ can get lost, that is, they can
be used where an empty token sequence  is expected. In general, tokens of the
form x:σ?τ must not get lost to ensure continuous operation; their owners have to
repeatedly invoke corresponding methods. However, two equal tokens x:σ?τ can be
combined to a single one because a single token is suﬃcient to guarantee repeated
invocations. It is possible to add or delete a token x:σ?σ (not implying a state
change when used in synchronization) at the presence of another token x:σ?τ .
Type information in tokens can safely be lost. For example, we can use x:σ?τ
where x:σ′?τ ′ is expected if σ is a subtype of σ′ and τ ′ of τ because
• a thread can wait for a value of x in a broader range than the value will be in,
• and after return the value of x can be in a smaller range than it has to be.
4 It may be surprising that we must not duplicate tokens of the form ∗x:τ since any number of them can
exist simultaneously. The reason is the necessary control of the number of such tokens while there is a
read-lock on x. If these tokens were duplicated in an uncontrolled way, it would be impossible to ensure
that all tokens introduced at the begin of method execution will disappear on termination. An extension
of the proposed concept with a mechanism to control the number of such tokens or with another kind of
tokens supporting read-only access may be useful. We refrain from such extension to keep the model simple.
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a ≡ a a ≡ b b ≡ c
a ≡ c
a ≡ b
b ≡ a
a ≡ a′ b ≡ b′
a, b ≡ a′, b′
a, b ≡ b, a a, (b, c) ≡ (a, b), c a ≡ a, 
x:σ?τ ≡ x:σ?τ, x:σ?τ x:σ?τ ≡ x:σ?σ, x:σ?τ
a ≡ b
a  b
a  b b  c
a  c
a  a′ b  b′
a, b  a′, b′ x:τ   ∗x:τ  
σ ≤ τ
x:σ  x:τ
σ ≤ τ
∗x:σ  ∗x:τ
σ ≤ σ′ τ ′ ≤ τ
x:σ?τ  x:σ′?τ ′
σ ≤ τ x instanceof σ
x:τ  x:σ
σ ≤ τ x instanceof σ
∗x:τ  ∗x:σ
x:τ  ∗x:τ x:τ  x:τ?τ x:σ?τ  x:σ?ρ, x:ρ?τ
Table 3
Equivalence ≡ and subsumption  of token sequences
size:0  (loss of type information)
size:0..(max-1)  (to non-exclusive token)
size:0..(max-1)?0..(max-1)  (last rule in Table 3)
size:0..(max-1)?1..max, size:1..max?0..(max-1) ≡ (token duplication)
size:0..(max-1)?1..max, size:0..(max-1)?1..max, size:1..max?0..(max-1)
Table 4
Example of deriving needed tokens using subsumption
Where we have additional information about the value of x (gained by an application
of instanceof) we can use this information in tokens of the form x:τ and ∗x:τ .
The last rule in Table 3 allows us to divide a token x:σ?τ into x:σ?ρ and x:ρ?τ .
Two consecutive method executions according to the divided tokens change the
value of x in the same way as a single method execution does according to x:σ?τ ,
except that an intermediate value of x can become visible. Once a token has been
divided, repeated invocations may depend on this intermediate value, and we cannot
combine the tokens again in the reverse way.
In the producer_consumer example (see Section 2.2), the compiler uses sub-
sumption to generate the needed tokens as shown in Table 4.
Let us summarize which tokens simultaneously exist in a programming system:
• Object creation can introduce new tokens as ensured in a constructor. For each
instance variable x in the new object we demand that there can be either at most
one token of the form x:τ or any number of equal tokens of the form ∗x:τ or x:τ?τ .
If a constructor does not ensure any token for x although there are methods with
access constraints requiring such tokens, then we assume an implicit token x:τ?τ
(with τ being the declared type of x for simple mutex synchronization) as globally
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available. Because there is no constructor for classes, all initial tokens on class
variables are implicit in this sense. In each case the value of x is of type τ . Since
the created object is new, there cannot exist other tokens for x anywhere else.
• Tokens can move as side-eﬀect of parameter passing and assignment. Thereby,
token sequences can be modiﬁed only according to  (from left to right).
• As side-eﬀect of assigning a new value to x a token x:σ can change to x:τ (for
some types σ and τ). The assigned value is of type τ . If x occurs in any token,
then the assignment is possible only at the presence of a token x:σ.
• When using a token x:σ?τ in an invocation of a method with a required token
x:σ (or k required tokens ∗x:σ provided that σ equals τ) and an ensured token
x:τ (or k ensured tokens ∗x:σ) we introduce a new token x:σ (or k tokens ∗x:σ).
This token (or these tokens) can come into existence only after acquiring a write-
lock (or read-lock) on x when the value of x is of type σ, and the corresponding
token(s) will disappear when returning the lock.
From these possible changes of the set of tokens available in a system we can (with-
out proof) derive the following important properties:
• For each variable x in an object there can always exist at most one token x:τ (for
any τ). Further tokens of the form x:σ?ρ can exist simultaneously.
• If for some variable x in an object there exists a token ∗x:σ, then there cannot
at the same time exist a token x:τ (for any τ). Only further tokens of the forms
x:σ′?τ ′ and ∗x:σ′ can exist at the same time.
• If for a variable x there is a token x:τ or ∗x:τ , then the value of x is of type τ .
• Let us assume that all methods invoked using synchronization terminate in ﬁnite
time. Then, if there is a token x:σ?τ and simultaneously x:ρ or ∗x:ρ (for any ρ),
there is a future program state where no token x:ρ′ and ∗x:ρ′ exists (for any ρ′).
3.2 Race-Free Programs
We use access control and synchronization mainly to avoid races in variable accesses:
Well-deﬁned program segments shall be executed atomically so that it is impossible
to see intermediate program states within other program parts. During execution
of such a program segment no variable possibly modiﬁed shall be accessible outside,
and no variable possibly read within shall be modiﬁable outside. 5
In our approach we use methods as program segments to be executed atomi-
cally. Required tokens of the form x:τ and ∗x:τ in the methods’ access constraints
determine the shared variables to be accessed within the method exclusively and
read-only, respectively. The variable x occurring in a token x:τ or ∗x:τ is a repre-
sentative of a set of accessible shared variables. We say that x protects all variables
in this set (from inconsistent concurrent accesses).
5 In this article we take a rather conventional view of synchronization based on locking. When using
techniques like memory transactions [17] we can relax this condition to get more concurrency. The use of
such techniques in our approach especially for simple mutex synchronization is important future work. We
do not discuss this topic here because the focus is on dependent synchronization.
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The set of shared variables protected by a variable x (which must be an instance
variable or class variable not declared as ﬁnal) is constructed from a class deﬁnition:
An instance variable or class variable y not declared as ﬁnal is in the set if
• each method (and if y is a class variable, then also each constructor) possibly
directly writing to y has a required token x:τ (for some τ) in its access constraint,
• and each method (and constructor if y is a class variable) possibly directly reading
from y has a required token x:τ or ∗x:τ (for some τ) in its access constraint,
• and if y is a class variable, then also x is a class variable.
Direct accesses literally occur in the code of the method. Accesses within other
methods invoked by the method in question do not count. Formal parameters, local
variables, and constants (these are variables declared as ﬁnal) need not be considered
because they are not shared or not modiﬁable. Instance variables in constructors
are not considered because we preclude concurrency during object creation.
A program is race-free if each instance variable (except if occurring only in
constructors) and class variable used in the program is protected by some variable.
This property follows from the deﬁnition of protected variables and the facts that
• there cannot exist several tokens of the form x:τ for the same x (ensuring exclusive
access to variables protected by x),
• and at the presence of a token ∗x:τ there cannot exist a token x:σ (for any σ,
ensuring that no concurrent write-access to variables protected by x can occur).
To ensure race-free programs this way we use only access control, no synchro-
nization. We expect programmers to think in terms of accessibility instead of syn-
chronization although each method shall be invokable in concurrent environments.
3.3 Subtyping
Programmers must provide access constraints on methods as well as annotations of
formal parameters and results. This information must be considered in (behavioral)
subtyping because it has major inﬂuence on object behavior. We consider annota-
tions of formal parameters and method results to belong to corresponding types.
On such annotated types we use the following subtyping rules:
σ ≤ τ a  b
σ[a] ≤ τ[b]
σ ≤ τ a  c d  b
σ[a -> b] ≤ τ[c -> d]
As usual, formal parameter types can be contra-variant while result types can be co-
variant. Subtyping of annotated types resembles subtyping with assertions where
a subtype can have weaker pre-conditions (requiring less restrictive tokens) and
stronger post-conditions (ensuring more restrictive tokens) than supertypes [21].
Because of implicit tokens for simple mutex synchronization, subtyping on
method signatures (especially access constraints) is slightly more diﬃcult:
(σi ≤ τi)i=1..n c  a b  d A  e B  f
A.m(τ1, . . . , τn)[a, e -> b, e] ≤ B.m(σ1, . . . , σn)[c, f -> d, f]
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where A,B,C denote classes, m a method name, and σ, τ annotated types. The
following rules deﬁne C  a (a is a token sequence compliant with implicit tokens
introduced by class C):
C  a C  b
C  a, b
implicit x:τ?τ in C
C  x:τ
implicit x:τ?τ in C
C  ∗x:τ C  
That is, access constraints can contain the same sequences of tokens to the left and
to the right of -> which are not considered in subtyping. Such token sequences can
contain only tokens of the form x:τ and ∗x:τ , and there must be a global implicit
token x:τ?τ for instances of the class. Although not formally required we expect
the token sequences to be of a form supporting synchronization (see Section 2.1).
Otherwise it would not be possible to invoke the methods.
Access constraints constrain possible sequences of method executions on the
object parts consisting of all variables protected by variables occurring in the tokens.
Since accesses to these variable sets are always serializable we have actually serial
sequences of method executions and can use simple interleaving semantics. Formally
we can specify the semantics of annotated types as preﬁx-closed trace sets. If two
annotated types are equivalent, then the corresponding trace sets are equal.
Subtyping conforms to the principle of substitutability: An instance of a sub-
type can be used where an instance of a supertype is expected. Semantically, the
principle of substitutability implies essentially that the trace set of a supertype is a
subset of the trace set of a subtype [28]. If a client can invoke a method according
to access constraints of a supertype, then it can do so also according to access con-
straints of the subtype. Similarly for synchronization, if a thread gets all needed
locks to execute a method according to a supertype, then it does so also accord-
ing to the subtype. This property is obvious for dependent synchronization. For
synchronization using implicit tokens not considered in the subtyping relation this
property follows from the fact that we always have simple mutex synchronization
in this case which precludes simultaneous execution, but has no inﬂuence on the
sequential ordering of executions.
Unfortunately, access constraints and synchronization in subtypes cannot be
more restrictive than in supertypes (except for simple mutex synchronization) ac-
cording to the principle of substitutability. Programmers usually want to have it
the other way around. Therefore, the more ﬂexible solution for simple mutex syn-
chronization (which probably occurs more often than dependent synchronization)
can be quite helpful in many situations. It allows programmers to introduce syn-
chronization in derived classes even if there is no synchronization in base classes.
3.4 Continuity
Continuity is a very powerful and usually desirable property. It statically ensures
useful computations to go on and produce results forever. Taken to its full extent,
continuity implies amongst others that all the required resources (memory and time)
are available and the computation does not suﬀer from deadlocks, starvation, and
livelocks. Where continuity is extremely important (for example, in safety-critical
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systems) it is actually possible to get static guarantees. However, they come at
very high costs. We must accept restrictive design rules and inﬂexible tools, need
experienced and expensive experts who put much eﬀort into low-level programming
and program analysis, and get long development times.
Fortunately, strong guarantees are rarely necessary. For example, accidental in-
ﬁnite loops occur seldom because programmers have learned to avoid them. Instead
of guarantees of everything we often want to have a combination of
• static guarantees where it is possible to give them without restricting ﬂexibility
(or with minor restrictions for properties that are essential in most applications),
• warnings where programmers shall have a closer look to non-local code,
• and design rules (that can easily be obeyed and deliberately be ignored).
We propose to deal with properties related to continuity as follows:
• No token of the form x:σ?τ ever gets lost. While static type checking can easily
ensure this property for tokens associated with parameters and local variables in
the normal case, it is very diﬃcult to give static guarantees in exceptional cases
and for tokens associated with instance variables. For example, tokens get lost
when an out-of-memory exception occurs or garbage collection deletes an object.
In the former case we use an escape strategy as shown below. To deal with the
latter case we propose that the compiler gives warnings whenever non-implicit
tokens of the form x:σ?τ get associated with instance variables or class variables.
• The owner of a token x:σ?τ repeatedly invokes methods using this token or moves
the token to another method that does so. The compiler can check if a method
contains corresponding code and give a warning otherwise (except for tokens
associated with instance variables and class variables – another reason to issue
a warning). However, even if there is no warning it is up to the programmer to
ensure that this code is actually executed. Furthermore, the programmer must
ensure that tokens do not move in cycles instead of being used in real work.
• If there is a token t1 = x:σ?τ (with σ diﬀerent from the declared type of x) in
an annotation of a reference, then there is also a token t2 = x:ρ?σ′ with σ′ ≤ σ
anywhere in the system. The execution of a method invoked by using t2 can wake
up a thread waiting for a lock according to t1. Provided that t2 does not get lost,
this property is ensured by the rules in Table 3 and by the way how creators
introduce tokens: The initial token for x can only be of the form x:τ ′?τ ′ or x:τ ′′
which is then replaced by x:τ ′?τ ′. Further tokens for x can be introduced only
by applying the last rule in Table 3 which ensures that there are always tokens
with cycles in types as in x:τ1?τ2, . . . , x:τn−1?τn, x:τn?τ1. By subtyping the types
to the right of “?” can only become more concrete, those to the left less concrete.
• Method invocations using t1 and t2 (as above) do not block each other because of
nonterminating computations. The execution of each method invoked using these
tokens must terminate in ﬁnite (and for practical reasons short) time. Program-
mers have to ensure that there are no inﬁnite loops in such method executions.
• Method invocations using t1 and t2 do not block each other because of missing
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concurrency. The invocations shall occur in diﬀerent threads. The compiler shall
warn if two diﬀerent ?-tokens of the same variable name occur in the same method.
Because of insuﬃcient aliasing information there will be false positives, that is,
the variables in the tokens can belonging to diﬀerent objects. Furthermore, in
some cases it is useful for t1 and t2 to temporarily occur in the same method, for
example in an initialization phase while starting concurrent threads.
• Method invocations using t1 and t2 do not block each other because of a deadlock.
The compiler shall give a warning where deadlocks are possible:
· For each method m the compiler computes the set Sm of tokens consisting of
each required token of the form x:σ (or ∗x:σ) in the access constraint or the
annotation of a formal parameter of m for which there is an ensured token x:τ
(or ∗x:σ) in the same access constraint or annotation.
· For each method m the compiler computes the set Tm of tokens consisting of
each required token of the form x:σ?τ in the access constraint or the annota-
tion of a formal parameter of m and each implicit token possibly needed while
executing m.
· The compiler gives a warning if for a method m there is an x:τ or ∗x:τ in Sm
and a y:σ?ρ in Tm where x does not precede y in the order of variable names
(as assumed given in Section 2.4).
Without warning there can be no deadlock because all locks must be acquired in
a speciﬁc order; there can be no cycles. However, the compiler will ﬁnd false pos-
itives (as above), and complete avoidance of cycles is a very restrictive property.
Sometimes developers prefer possible (but unlikely) deadlocks over very expensive
program refactoring to avoid cycles.
The compiler can perform most checks using just information visible within a class.
Only in two cases related to deadlock prevention we need a global program analysis:
• To keep the probability of false deadlock warnings as small as possible we can
pinpoint the global order of variable names only when we know all dependences.
• To compute the set Tm we have to determine all (not only local) implicit tokens
possibly needed while executing m.
We hope to be able to develop incremental techniques for these cases in future work.
Otherwise it may often be preferable to switch oﬀ deadlock prevention.
Sometimes we have to terminate computations that otherwise continue forever.
In this case we need just the opposite of continuity. We propose a simple solution
by disallowing further synchronization using a speciﬁc variable: The invocation of
a designated method with x as parameter causes x to enter stop mode – a speciﬁc
kind of lock – and afterwards each thread that wants to acquire a lock on x gets
an exception instead. A variable x automatically enters stop mode if an exception
causes loss of a token x:σ?τ with σ and τ diﬀerent from the declared type of x.
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4 Related and Future Work
In the proposed approach, concurrency is based on rather conventional threads,
locks, and values of shared variables. In this respect there are many similarities
with the SCOOP model of concurrency [22]. Both, the SCOOP model and our
model, disclose information on the variables used for synchronization. However,
the way how and the time when such information becomes available to clients is
diﬀerent: Every client can get access to such variables at runtime in the SCOOP
model while access control in our model causes much information to be available
at compilation time and usually only few clients actually access the variables at
runtime. The access control mechanism adds a further dimension to concurrent
programming and reduces the importance of synchronization at the presence of
static information.
There are many approaches to ensure unique access [13], most of them by avoid-
ing aliases. The token-based approach used in the present work has been developed
from a process type model [26,27,28] for active objects – essentially an object-
oriented variant of linear types [20]. This concept restricts the way how to access
objects without preventing aliasing [31]. Tokens express all information needed to
avoid synchronization conﬂicts.
Many proposals ensure race-free programs [4,8,15]. Some approaches depend
on explicit type annotations [15] while others perform type inference [4]. Such
techniques can lead to more locks because no approach accurately decides between
necessary and unnecessary locks. Program optimization can remove some unnec-
essary locks [9,34]. Unfortunately, we usually must analyze complete programs for
good results.
There is also much work on deadlock prevention [1,15,19]. A major problem of
all such proposals is that static deadlock prevention considerably aﬀects the ﬂexi-
bility of the language. The approach proposed in the present work is no exception.
Therefore, we argue that a potential deadlock found by a compiler is no more than
just a hint for the programmer to have a closer look into the code.
Synchronization based on tokens has a long tradition: Petri Nets have been ex-
plored for nearly half of a century as a basis of synchronization [24]. In general,
expressing states by abstract tokens has clear (both practical and theoretical) advan-
tages over expressing them more concretely by values in instance variables: Tokens
are much easier tractable than concrete states especially when used in a static anal-
ysis. Many proposals use tokens to express abstract object states [6,10,33]. In our
approach we combine abstract tokens (giving us tractable static access control) with
concrete variable values (for dynamic synchronization).
Goals of the author’s early work on process types [26,27] were to express infor-
mation about synchronization in an Actor-like language [2] in types and to con-
sider synchronization in subtyping. Because of the semantic simplicity of the Actor
model it was rather easy to achieve these goals. Later attempts to get similar results
for Java-like concurrent languages turned out to be much more diﬃcult, not only
because of higher semantic complexity, but also because these languages consider
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concurrency to be independent of the object model. A concept similar to the one
expressing synchronization in the Actor-like language became more useful as an
access control mechanism, and a new concept for synchronization was needed [30].
There are several approaches related to process types. Especially linear types
[20] based on the π-calculus [23] are well-known. Since there is no natural notion of
message acceptability in the π-calculus as it is in the Actor model, static checking
of linear types has to prevent deadlocks and thus is more restrictive than process
type checking that can ensure message acceptability without preventing deadlocks.
The Fugue protocol checker [10,11] uses a diﬀerent approach to specify client-
server protocols: Rules for using interfaces are recorded as declarative speciﬁcations.
These rules can constrain the order of method invocations as well as specify pre-
and post-conditions. Tokens in this protocol checker represent typestates. Other
than in process types and in the approach proposed in this paper, tokens can be
used only for unique references. Since there is no concept resembling type splitting
(as in process types) and no concept of token duplication (as used for ?-tokens in
our approach), the Fugue protocol checker cannot statically ensure all methods to
be invoked in speciﬁed orders at the presence of aliasing. In these cases the checker
introduces pre- and post-conditions to be executed at runtime. Process types can
statically ensure type safety in cases where the Fugue protocol checker can perform
only dynamic checks. There is a number of further similar approaches to express
(abstract) object states in types and check protocol compatibility [6,7,32,33,35].
Several programming languages [5,14,25] were developed based on the Join cal-
culus [16]. For example, in Polyphonic C# [5] we combine methods that must be
executed simultaneously to a chord which is executed as a single unit. Clients can
see how methods in a chord are synchronized. Since only one method in a chord is
executed synchronously and all other methods are asynchronous, only speciﬁc forms
of synchronization are supported. Communication in Polyphonic C# and similar
languages resembles that of the rendezvous concept in Ada [18]. There is no way
to constrain method invocations as with our token concept, and there is no obvious
way to use chords in controlling aliasing.
In the author’s previous work on token-based synchronization, tokens always
have been separate entities not carrying values and without relationship to variables.
It is a major new contribution to regard tokens as static abstractions of concrete
variables that can be locked. The variables provide the missing link between static
tokens and dynamic synchronization. Diﬀerent kinds of tokens were developed as
a direct consequence. Those presented here turned out to be useful, some other
considered kinds were rejected because they either were not consistent with more
important kinds or turned out to be less useful.
In previous work the author often used dependent types (these are types de-
pending on values) to increase the ﬂexibility of the system. In the present work we
avoid dependent types as much as possible because they are diﬃcult to deal with.
We get the necessary ﬂexibility by dynamically changing tokens based on results of
dynamic type queries (instanceof).
In contrast to those in Java, threads in our approach need not have any identity:
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The thread that acquired a lock is in no way privileged compared to other threads
because only the (statically checked) availability of tokens counts, not the thread
identity. This property is an important step towards modularity of synchronization.
Locking variables instead of objects represents a further step: We keep concurrency
independent from object-oriented factorization. Concerning modularity it is impor-
tant not to distinguish between access control and synchronization in methods: The
code is rather stable because most likely we need not change a method if we replace
synchronization with access control or move the point of synchronization.
The present work is in an early stage. There exist only fragments of a prototype
implementation, and a rigorous practical evaluation of the proposed approach has
not yet been carried out. An evaluation is important future work. In further future
work we want to address (among others) the following topics:
• Currently we use types of variables to express object states in tokens, and changes
of types to express state changes. We want to investigate more elaborate ways
of expressing object states and state changes allowing us to encode arbitrary
pre-conditions and more precisely deﬁned state modiﬁcations into tokens.
• As discussed in this article we have to analyze the whole program to ﬁnd an
appropriate ordering of variable names needed for deadlock prevention. We want
to develop appropriate annotations that support separate compilation of classes.
• We need a more advanced concept to deal with tokens in exception handling.
• There are approaches to concurrent object-oriented programming that avoid low-
level locking and still ensure atomicity [17]. We want to apply such techniques in
combination with our approach.
5 Conclusions
Synchronization and access control ensuring exclusive access to shared variables ﬁt
together quite naturally. We explored an approach to integrate synchronization
into a static access control mechanism based on tokens giving information about
exclusive access to variables and supposed types of their values. It is possible and
beneﬁcial to annotate methods with access constraints not distinguishing between
static access control and dynamic synchronization. Clients decide if they prefer
access control or synchronization. Object interfaces provide all the information
that clients need to avoid conﬂicts of dependent synchronization, and simple mutex
synchronization can be regarded as an implementation detail. Static type checking
guarantees exclusive write-access and consistent read-access to shared variables and
thereby ensures race-free synchronization. We get ﬂexibility by using dynamic type
information in tokens. The approach supports subtyping and ensures to some extent
continuous operation of the system.
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